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Foreword

by Scott Robertson 

"Eventually, everything is nature.”
Brian Robertson 

If there is an essence to the moment, Brian Robertson will
capture it.

Whether he is out strolling the streets, spiral notebook in back
pocket “poem catching,” or at home amongst his treasured
books and cats practicing his deep roots in Spirituality, he is
aware of a fullness to the world that is unseen or simply
overlooked by others.

“Sometimes it’s not like I’m writing – I’m almost sketching.
I'm drawing on the paper with words, making corrections on
the spot with lines and arrows drawn this way and that.”
Brian laughs as we sit down on his floor over some tea. The
human eye can see only a certain amount before the mind steps
in and tries to take over the show. Brian waits for that
“decisive moment” that Henri Cartier-Bresson looked for in
his photography on the streets of Marseilles.

For example, Brian shows not tells as in a photographer's



dream scenario:

in that tall building
top window catches the moon
others grab darkness

Having written that, he gives both the light and darkness a role
in his short play.

I ask Brian, “What are the boundaries of nature or nature?” He
takes a sip of his warm tea and responds simply, “There are
no boundaries. Where does nature start and stop? On top of
that, you have to say that something seen in this world is
related to and entwined with all other things. It's what Thich
Nhat Hahn has so very gracefully called interdependency.”

“After all, what isn’t nature?” he asks. “Rain, but not tears?
Storm, but not anger?” From this vantage point, nature can be
a beautiful hill, a fresh pond, or, in his haiku reply a moment
of

sparse yellow flowers
in front of the liquor store
frankly, do their best

Is nature “the new stubble on cheek”? Or the wrinkles he
catches in a reflection that shows the years that have passed?
To Brian,“Nature” is everywhere in an unbroken world,
patiently pointing beyond itself to the world without imposed
duality, but, rather, with pristine wholeness.



In the haiku above, Brian doesn’t have to tell you that there is
nature in both the flower and the desolate liquor store -- he
shows you.  He goes on to say, “The brain breaks things into
bite-sized parts, but actually things ultimately don’t live in
two different worlds. In quantum science, there is no such
thing as a dividing wall between the Observer and Observed,
just as in writing or reading there no real break between Poet
and World.”

In Brian's writing, there are undertones of his own past. Some
are obvious, but some are hidden in the voice of a character
or in the moment itself that has been captured. For instance,
from his work:

red dirt road
place it goes to
no longer there

His words can’t help but evoke a feeling of something lost,
distant but always close to the surface. One also sees a kind
of personification, one that points back to himself, whether
simple or complex, in his portrayal of people or objects.

dumped on its side
abandoned shopping cart
in the tall grass

His haiku evoke strong emotions out of the simple moments in
life, most of which the average person simply misses or
overlooks. It can be revolutionary and participatory for the
writer and the reader. “In my haiku,” he says, “I’ve never



written something that I’ve just thought up, something I've
never seen.”

In Bus Stop Haiku, Brian Robertson’s urban haiku are like
trap doors through which, once touched, a renewed world of
shared nature opens. 



Haiku 



old man with the cane
doesn’t make it to the stop
before the bus leaves



my dad's old coat
wearing it as my own --
amazed it fits



north wind cuts so deep
cannot even remember
lifeless July heat



at the bus stop
he purrs into his phone:
Got me my bus fare home



man stops at the street
by the dead bird in the grass
waiting for the light



cat is moon-gazing
pressing against the window
she looks up and out



that plant in the pot
is called a Money Tree --
it has not worked yet



from the cracked pavement
groundwater swells to reflect
autumn birds drinking



the entire night
back and forth back and forth
warm bed cold desk



lone bird’s harsh call breaks
atop the closed liquor store –
another Christmas



do ghosts get a job
driving a taxi cab
on their graveyard shift?



cold wind quiet squirrel
garden statue holds acorns
cupped in Buddha’s hands



small brave roach on wall
hasn’t even moved all night
closer -- not brave, dead



autumn wind, young tree
the brown leaves know the secret
but green ones? clueless



awakened in night
by unmistakeable sound –
a cat throwing up



late night spring rain ends
stars caught in the street puddles
float on dark water



the sleeping cat
wakes only long enough
to lick paw, once



on the cold sidewalk
a sudden welcome heat:
passing bus exhaust



empty restaurant
cook and I swap recipes
at a back table



early New Years Day
drunk man beating on my gate
calling, “You ok?”



those broken bottles
after first glance in moonlight –
dream jewels, nothing more



did I grow up here?
chipped paint with the windows dark
from dreams left inside



stepping on dry leaves
a crackle of old pages
in brittle dream book



it stops – the cold wind,
bird in the clouds, whiff of smoke
cat sleeps on my chest



three old barber chairs
green bottles in a line
hair on checkerboard tiles



giving directions
I hear how old I've become
two strangers talking



storm makes temple doors
pop open and then slam shut --
stone Buddha just sits



an autumn chill
my cat’s whiskers
brush my forehead



in her picture
a knife hides
disguised as memory



this bright winter day
sharing my tea on the bench
with unexpected sun



gone, gone; gone beyond.
gone beyond beyond.
oh, wow!

Heart Sutra for those who recall the 1960′s 



beneath the blinds
two bare feet on concrete --
private purpose



 

out on the street
cross paths with a poem
under pale sky



the photo’s glass frame
reflections of such deep lines
in this old man face



grandson with four teeth --
almost as many
as I have left!



old photo in frame
my two children are playing
my shadow cross grass



ask, Who am I?
birds vanish into wind
of moonless sky



guitar in sun
shadow-lines across grass
crow struts border



twisted oak
waves bare limbs
to direct north wind



seen through window
the cloud of bird-travelers
fly left, not right



orange fire in night sky
her house burns with the memories
cold wind harsh witness

for bf 



his head down
works crossword puzzle
sky slides past



first day no teeth --
how this autumn morning
tastes so vacant!



bus riders silent --
the birds in the open field
there, then fly away



silent boy stares down
at the grackle's still body
looking into Death



ice stings face
wind snaps umbrella
inside out



man who lives upstairs
captain pacing the main deck
of his creaking ship



the pawn shop clerk
waiting for the next dream
taps the counter



end of winter
air humid not yet warm –
his dog shivers



from two directions
rain rivulets on pavement
flow to the drain grate



across the creek
filtered through pale bare trees --
distant bird cry



foxtail fern dormant
in a promise to return --
I think of friends gone



on the moonlit stairs
he stops, remembers something
cursing his way down



playful cold night
I watch the sharp bright moon
juggle crisp stars



slow autumn showers –
searchlight atop tall building
turns rain to diamonds



through open window
air pushes cloud of incense
out into the world



we walk in a line
old guy Abbey Road cover --
two carts, wheel chair, cane



rain on tin roof
enough for sleeping cat
to twitch ear once



63 years gone
best I walk the moon home --
the madness and thieves



crack of harsh thunder
cat and I watch each other
raindrops first to speak



the busy street --
old woman's dark red shoes
take her across



flute calls the moon
notes slide down the brick walls
slick with spring rain



bayou face
borrows a few stars
from night sky



as dusk arrives
under willow's awning
ambulance purrs



new stubble on cheek
even my softest pillows
seem uncomfortable



old man in line
makes fart sounds with his mouth --
we look elsewhere



tucked in my bed --
the ceiling fan turning
clock-time blinks red



sudden fog
look for a landmark
all hidden



at Jade Temple door
lit incense in a brass bowl
turns prayers into smoke



notebook and pen
now where have I gone to?
ah, poem-catching



afternoon nap
sun shines the entire time
without complaint



gray sky, mist, fog
world appears as it is
dream of a dream



dull glass building
alone against blue sky
stately by default



beyond the trees
single hammer echoes
others join in



this calendar lies
how has another month
passed my open door?



in cold winter rain
man on balcony is drunk
on someone long gone



flash of lightning as
Mexican desert captured
in mountain gap



night after night
her old room
stays silent



tap on window pane
a finger of falling ice
looking for its cloud



sitting in back booth
alone in restaurant
she frowns at the check



he plays and sings
his shadow across stage
taps in time, taps



she always said
squirrels falling from trees
a bad omen



cloudless spring night
grins with a crescent moon
at those below



missing a photo
stashed in a timeworn album
in distant storage



early Spring wind
blows last of the dead leaves
from their branches



in the winter night
the old books atop my shelf
make conversation



red dirt road –
place it goes to
no longer there



this was my old room
in what remains of the place –
spirits, take your seats



cat on the bed
red tongue cleans black fur –
expecting guests?



man with leaf blower
working along the sidewalk
coolness at his back



chopped wood on the ground
workers finish for the day
tall pines breathe relief



passing brown squirrel
ignores cat in window
yowling in heat



father on death bed --
in kitchen, daughter and I
make a mess, laugh, cry



city sunrise
hidden birds call out
different stories



in the tall building
one window catches the moon
others grab darkness



whoosh of a fan
soft footsteps in hallway
the March night rain



the homeless man
twists palm fronds into charms
for spare change



I last saw a frog
as a kid in the backyard –
who broke what something?



on a mission
her nail picks a blackhead
I’m too old to have



blind man with new coat
in street photo on display --
passersby ignore



dumping cat crap
in the dumpster –
sound of redundancy



kitchen drawer
holds the ring
she gave back so easily



hanging up my coat
not sure I’ll wear it again
with last winter gone



the crucifixes
the deaf man sells at tables
double as whistles



from my shelf
hidden in old book --
five twenties!



sparse yellow flowers
in front of the liquor store
frankly, do their best



with full moon watching
I smoke cigarettes until
my lighter can’t spark



spring falling away
small roach runs across my hand -–
the bad blood numbers



city pigeons shunned
at dove family reunions
as embarrassment

written after having discovered pigeons are in the dove
family 



torn paper with diagnosis snatched by spring wind



occasionally
I find aimless railroad tracks
in some empty field

for pg 



lavender blossom
flutters at the sudden wind --
white bird taking flight

for lb 



walked there
but walking back
find something I'd dropped



in hospital hall
patient with carved wooden cane
makes his way past nurse



the spring worker
paints inside of drained pool
an aqua blue



from brown paper bag
beer spreading on the sidewalk
leaves his mark on life



Buddhist monk serves
taste of monastery –
Big Red soda



sitting on floor
reading Book of the Dead –
mother's bedside



at the nursing home
fly takes a seat 
on the empty chair



same notes again --
does that bird ever tire
of only one song?



triple horror show
lets out in a midnight fog –
I watch for Dad's car



here on the back road
cowboy trucks and red campers
pushed by a tail wind



this noon parking lot
orange cones white stripes on concrete --
everything but cars



gray pigeon drops in
as if wanting to make
urgent announcement



this new apartment --
the one I moved from
just now seems better



homeless man
with handwritten sign:
Damaged Goods



wet green leaf settles
on Buddha statue's shoulder
in the slow spring rain



another summer
without my father's gold ring
the one that I lost



walking my way home
along yellow caution tape
left here by police



moon winks
on and off –
wind in the trees



near where I'm walking 
someone is mowing a lawn --
smell of old summer



from upper window
B. B. King Thrill is Gone
flavors a still night



old neighborhood gone
cheap sign nailed to the last tree --
ad for EZ Loans



these apartments
require bulletproof vest
and party hat



this heart?
valentine folded flat
glitter gone



bits of the old wharf
where the moon and I once fished
now wet with moonlight



white haired woman bends
with quick scoop in winter grass --
her poodle's droppings



faceless and armless
mannequins wear bikinis
along store sidewalk



scrubbing floor clean
open windows and doors
the case for Spring



guest at nursing home
I sip warm tea and wonder:
piano in tune?



having turned away
Buddha's stone face
only then I spray for bugs



what is life like?
jump off building, yelling:
“So far, so good!”



this spring morning
even ghosts are silent
but bow, fondly



black grackle
yellow straw in beak
flies toward home



they think I need it --
ordered book Life After Death
arrived overnight



twice a day clock time I think of my dorm room number



gate in the wind
swings open and closed
leaves come, leaves go



yellow lawn chair
old man no longer speaks
– but ah, butterfly



eyes and mustaches
on the three yellow flowers
one smiles but two frown



wet concrete sidewalk
already has a child's name
scratched with broken stick



on this cool June day
bird in street hops on one leg
avoiding traffic



dumped on its side
abandoned shopping cart
in the tall grass 



waiting on the roof
for pizza joint to open
two chatty grackles



from the ambulance
looking out the back window
seeing where I've been



spring in Houston-
flower bed blooms red
smell of manure



my dad's dirt-cracked grave
to his left my mother's stone
on right – summer grass



bright July morning
as I step out the front door – 
world bleached white with sun



shop where I bought
my first wedding ring --
now an Optometrist



woman shouts into cell phone
at soon to be ex-friend



man passed out on bus
in dark cap with red letters:
Vietnam War Vets



the cool May breeze
flag on pole dreams of flight
carried by wind



forgot street puddle
I walk past two times a day –
blast from passing car



old tennis court
crisp spread of dried leaves
covers boundary lines



like pilgrims long ago
I hop a crosstown bus
to the zen temple



hoping to blend in
an inflated red balloon
rests on tall grass



atop his bronze horse
statue points to battlefield
no one remembers



Jesus hangs from cross
chapel floor fan positioned
to ease his suffering



it's a wrong number --
dentist wants overdue bill
me? wrong name, no teeth



leaves and plastic bags
float on the pool water
as if going somewhere



on a bale of hay
telling ghost stories to eyes
wide in the moonlight



play loud as you want
the beer is free –
my drummer swoons



in front of cashier
she scratches in her red purse
penny at a time



between two seasons
petunia in pot unsure
just which way to turn



two puzzled cats
sit and wonder why
I called them here



raking the garden
Buddha at spider lily --
color of brown leaves



flag of surrender
white sheet across the windshield
where driver shot himself



a slow summer day
lizard sunning on white rock
so we both make do



summer insects --
it now seems their bus
has just arrived!



dad at cross street
daughter sits in wheelchair
beg for spare change



one step in the night
lets the summer moon escape
from behind buildings



on this fall morning
rapid brown-water bayou --
journey of big leaves



early this morning
paw prints of a lovelorn cat
left in the brown mud



between the bird calls
and the morning traffic sounds
chair is in right place



on patio
the stolen red grocery cart
gets my food home



through cheap telescope
I see the rings of Saturn --
two moons in orbit!



fly lands on my arm
sees nothing special at all
but stays anyway



under vast blue sky
passing jet is cloud-hidden
dog collar jangles



a small acrobat --
orange leaf spinning as it falls
in thicket of trees



left field
where players like me
are sent to hide



at the backyard pond
green heron drops bread as bait
waiting for goldfish

 

for ce



summer morning
tree shadows don't move --
world without wind



through hallways
up stairs down then up
– no closer



passengers bouncing
as bus finds all the potholes --
driver cursing clock-time



faint bite of summer
my day-walking is over --
night will have to do



without my glasses
tree branch in summer window
looks like a painting



mostly naked man
carries tangle of laundry
into the laundromat



dead these two months now
her number on my cell phone
lights up with a call



On Haiku

Brian Robertson
from his workshop: 

I think we can safely start from the point that a haiku is a
short poem. Let's just say it branches out from there

Haiku refers to a poetry form originally practiced in Japanese
writing that, in time, has become English-ized through
translations and in original works. .

From early in the history of writing haiku in English, the
format was designated to consist of 3 lines to a poem. Of
course, a haiku as written today certainly can and does exist
in three, two or even in one line versions. Just as the line
numbers were standardized, the early English versions were
fairly dogmatically fixed at a very specific syllable count per
line – 5/7/5. It appears that the idea was to try to approximate
what was happening in the original terse and focused form
found in Japanese writing.

In time, a number of writers decided the 5/7/5 or 17 syllable
demands could be flawed. At the root was the fact that 17
syllables ignores the fact that in Japanese haiku the original
lines and their “word sounds” were not really equivalent to



the English language designation “syllables.”

As a result, many English writers maintained that the 5/7/5
structure was far too long and was thought to be a bit
“wordy.” For those writers, a far more accurate
approximation results when a haiku written in English is
actually closer to 12 syllables.

Obviously, this does not mean that in English 17 syllables
can't get the job done. Richard Wright, for instance, has
written some of the finest contemporary American haiku while
being consistently comfortable in the 5/7/5 syllable form. At
the same time, a look at The Haiku Anthology edited by Cor
Van Den Heuvel, shows that shorter length forms are often
stunning with their more concise execution.

One of my very favorite haiku writers, Nick Virgilio, put it
this way: “....in English it is impossible to consistently follow
the Japanese form. I approximate a 'form' that consists of 17
English syllables with sense or phrase-determined line
breaks.” Then, importantly, Virgilio also adds, “The poet
should never let the form attract attention away from the
poem. An approximation is necessary for natural
expression.”

(By the way, I would suggest anyone writing or reading haiku
should make sure he or she has copies of both Nick Virgilio's
A Life In Haiku as well as Richard Wright's Haiku: The
Last Poems of an American Icon.)

Now, quite honestly, after all the above, I feel a need to put a



cool towel on my forehead. Such an extended emphasis on
mechanics can completely miss the real, unifying point of
haiku itself. One simply cannot magically get the spirit of
haiku by focusing on counting out words on one's fingers.
Something else is needed, something far more essential no
matter what particular choice of structure this or that writer
uses.

Now, to explain the often illusive spirit of haiku, perhaps a
comparison will help. In my case, I spent several years taking
photographs as a Street Photographer. During that time I
roamed around a large city looking to capture what the
brilliant photographer Henri Cartier-Bresson famously called
“the decisive moment.”

For me, “Street Photography” is a non-staged photograph that
captures a moment  made up of several intersecting
ingredients. These can include person, place and action-in-
the-moment. The photographer's hope is to produce in the
viewer a kind of gasp – but please feel free to call it an
emotion or insight. This kind of photograph requires a talented
and sensitive eye. After all, to have snapped the shutter a
second earlier or an instant later would be to completely miss
the interaction, power, depth and humor that the photographer
saw.  In this way, missing that “decisive moment” where
several elements come together would result in a rather flat,
one-dimensional photo.

I mention “Street Photography” because the same need for
attention certainly applies to writing haiku. In my case, again,
just as I used to slip through the city with a small camera in



my hand, I now carry a pen and small notebook in my back
pocket for the purpose of “poem-catching.”

A bit of a grumble. It seems important to take a moment to say
what haiku is not. In spite of what some “haiku” poems in
English offer, I'd suggest haiku is not:

(1) the didactic spouting of personal philosophy
(2) wallowing in generalities that one writer has called
“teenage angst”
(3) sexual bed post notching
(4) a Hallmark greeting card that seeks to turn someone into
becoming a notch on a bedpost.

When I read one of of these failed poems, I am automatically
reminded of the great haiku writer Gunji (Koi) Nagata who
put it this way: “Most people are content with [just] learning
technique, but they are like children splashing around in
shallow water. It makes me sad that in general haiku people
are so superficial....”

Whether you try to write haiku or you are a fan/reader, there
is one thing to keep in back of your mind:

Show, don’t tell.

Actually, that's about it.

Look at it this way, please. Rather than launching into a
diatribe listing the world's cruelties and telling the reader
how badly the cruel world sucks, the great classic haiku poet



Buson, instead, shows a snapshot of a small/big moment and
hands it over to the reader to experience:

Ah, grief and sadness
the fishing line trembles
in the breeze.

Here the haiku writer is actually showing instead of telling. It
is the difference between presenting a participatory moment
instead of just flatly telling the reader what he or she is
supposed to be feeling. There is not a sense of “Ok, while I
fish, let me tell you how unfair this world is and how horrible
and pointless and soul-crushing it all is … etc., etc.”

For Buson, again, a small moment points beyond itself to
something much greater, far deeper and, in its own way,
ultimately wordless. On one level, the writer is simply getting
out of his or her own way so the moment can hopefully speak
for itself. At some point, the writer can become transparent to
the Transcendent. If you so choose, the “Transcendent” can be
called by many names — God, Tao, Big Mind, Buddha Mind,
Brahman — the list just goes on and on.

We've got a few moments – any questions?

Q: What about the early “rule” that haiku always had to do
with nature, directly, almost like it was a character in the
poem? 

 



A: Oh, good point. The Japanese very often directly brought
Nature into poems to set the scene with things like, “autumn
rain” or “winter sleet.” I've seen dictionaries of “season
words” that were so well known in classical Japanese haiku
that it would be like someone today writing “Christmas” or
“field of ice” and the reader would clearly know it was
shorthand for winter.

The connection to Nature or nature with haiku is important.
First, with such few words the writer has to set the scene, so
to speak, in order to skillfully point beyond the scene itself. In
my haiku, anyway, I generally write what is called “urban
haiku.” It might surprise city dwellers to realize Nature
doesn't just stop happening once inside the city limits, no
matter how ignored or veiled! To take a bit larger step into all
this, on one level, Nature certainly can be thought of as
another word for interdependence,  meaning that we are all
interconnected in life with each other, nature, and the World
around us. Add to that the fact that, at some point, human
nature works into the mix with “Nature” and is justifiably
reflected in contemporary haiku.

In other words, at what point does official “Nature” stop and
human nature begin? Quantum physics makes a point about the
Observer and the Observed affecting each other, both being,
in a vital way, necessary in the events and in the actual
process occurring. A haiku must, to a small or smaller extent,
reflect that.

Let me quote John Muir on how I see the nature of Nature and,
at the same time, the nature of a haiku:



“When we try to pick out anything by itself, we find it
hitched to everything else in the universe.”

Q. What is the difference between haiku and senryu?

A. Very basically. it has been said that haiku is about Nature
while senryu, using the haiku form, deals with humans and
their foibles often humorously or with satire. To me, in
English, the separation is occasionally blurred in the work of
contemporary writers, which is fine. Although, hey, the two
do get their own #hash-tag designation on Twitter. 

Q. What about haiku and its relationship to things such as
Zen? I mean, haiku still exudes a spiritual aura to many
readers and writers

A. And well it should. Buson, once again, is well known for
having said that to read or write haiku is "to use the
commonplace to escape the commonplace."

We are, each of us, an interconnected part of the Mystery at a
depth which inspires Spirituality. Put simply, haiku isn't a
technical drawing or a glossy picture postcard. Haiku are
words to get beyond words to what lies underneath the words.
What it points to is barely obscured by the thinnest of veils. In
talking about zen meditation practice, for example, one might
also say that sitting is to go beyond sitting to what lies
underneath the sitting.

Again, the delightful irony is that what one uses words to



point to is, itself, ultimately wordless.

To that point, there is a marvelous quote from Natalie
Goldberg's talk on Buson:

[Haiku is] taught in the schools. Unfortunately, it’s a little
bit insipid. But, actually, the writing of haiku is a deep Zen
practice. Or a deep haiku practice. And it’s a moment of
real Realization when the worlds come together.

I had the good fortune to have crossed paths with Alan Watts
a good many years ago, and what he once said about haiku is
still on target:

“To my mind [haiku] is beyond all doubt at once the simplest
and most sophisticated form of literature in the world. For
the invariable mark of great artistry is its artlessness. It
looks easy. It looks almost as if it were a work not of art but
of Nature. It seems to be a poem just begun but left
unfinished. But with a little more familiarity, you realize
that haiku poetry excels in one of the rarest of artistic
virtues – the virtues of knowing when to stop. Of knowing
when enough has been said.”

Watts goes on to say that the best haiku “hints rather than
states,indicates rather than explains, suggests rather than
describes -- an art which leaves an enormous amount to the
beholder's or the listener's imagination instead of excluding
the participation by a perfection of finished detail. Yet the
listener is not expected to fill in the details literally, but to
share in the mood which the poem implies.”



Thank you. 
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